
  

 

CRAFT BEER & CIDER * PREMIUM RUM & GIN 
 

HOME DELIVERY 
 

 

Crossroads Craft Beers (Steam Ale, Session IPA, Golden 
Ale, Craft Lager) $96 

Crossroads Ciders (Apple, Pear)  $96  

HK Beer Co (Golden Ale, Amber, Pale Ale) $118 
 

 
SAMPLER PACKS AVAILABLE: Crossroads $96, HKBC $128 

 
Ron Bermudez Aniversario 12 years 700ml  UP$95 Special: $ 75* 
Ron Bermudez Dorado 3 years 700ml UP$55 Special: $ 50* 
Ron Bermudez Añejo Selecto 5 years 700ml  UP$60 Special: $ 50* 
Ron Bermudez Blanco 3 years 700ml UP$65 Special: $ 55* 
Ron Bermudez Don Armando 10 years 700ml  UP$85 Special: $ 70* 
Bermudez Ginebra London Dry Gin 700ml UP$55 Special: $ 50* 

* Buy more and save more: purchase any 10, get 2 free. T&C apply. 
 
 
Free delivery with three or more items, otherwise $10 per address. 

 
Send order, contact and delivery details to orders@sibc.sg.  

 
Any questions, please call 8525-1624. 

Payments may be made via PayNow, transfer or COD. 
Attention Singapore Island Brewing Co. Please use your name and postal code as reference. 
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CROSSROADS BREWING CO. CRAFT LAGER  
4.9% ABV  18 IBU 
Clear pale lager is crisp and refreshing brew with subtle malty 
aroma and light finish. 

24 x 330ml bottles 

 

CROSSROADS BREWING CO. GOLDEN ALE  
4.7% ABV  38 IBU 
A clean light-bodied ale with fresh, balanced flavours and 
hoppy citrus notes that lead to an easy finish. 

24 x 330ml bottles 

 

CROSSROADS BREWING CO. STEAM ALE  
4.7%  38 IBU 
Brewed as a lager, but fermented at ale temperature, this pale 
copper brew is moderately bitter and delivers a balanced, 
smooth and malty beer that is clear and crisp. 

24 x 330ml bottles 

 

CROSSROADS BREWING CO. SESSION IPA  
4.5% ABV  55 IBU 
An authentic IPA overflowing with hoppy zing and crisp, dry 
citrus aroma from Galaxy, Mosaic & Ekuanot hops. 

24 x 330ml bottles 

 

CROSSROADS BREWING CO. APPLE CIDER 
4.5% ABV  
A smooth and refreshing apple cider with a crisp dry finish. 

24 x 330ml bottles 

 

CROSSROADS BREWING CO. PEAR CIDER 
5.2% ABV  
A crisp and refreshing pear cider with a light finish.  

24 x 330ml bottles 

 

HK BEER CO. BIG WAVE BAY IPA 
IBU 80; abv 7.0% 
Aggressively dry-hopped, west coast-style India Pale Ale with a 
freshness and balance complemented by bracing bitterness and 
fragrant citrus. 

24 x 330ml bottles 
 



  

 

 

HK BEER CO. GAMBLER’S GOLD GOLDEN ALE 
IBU 25; abv 4.6% 
Lightly roasted maltiness, a prominent aromatic nose, tropical 
fruit accents, and a clear, golden complexion make this a 
refreshingly balanced, dry ale. 

24 x 330ml bottles 
 

 

HK BEER CO. HK BEER AMBER ALE 
IBU 15; abv 5.1% 
This beautiful brew features a copperish hue, balanced light 
caramel malt profile, and prominent citrus hop aroma.  

24 x 330ml bottles 
 

 

HK BEER CO. DRAGON’S BACK PALE ALE 
IBU 35; abv 5.3% 
Medium-bodied style made famous in England for its interplay 
between the malt character and apparent esters typical of great 
ales.  

24 x 330ml bottles 

 

RON BERMUDEZ ANIVERSARIO – 12 YEAR OLD RUM 

Limited production rum made with a blend of Dominican’s 
most aged rums, carefully selected to obtain the most exquisite 
flavour and refined bouquet. This rum is the perfect selection 
for those looking for exceptional quality and an exquisite taste. 
“This is simply the highest quality Dominican Rum”. 

700ml bottle 

 

RON BERMUDEZ DORADO - 3 YEARS 

Aged under the hot Caribbean sun to achieve the desired 
balance between flavour, colour and softness. This smooth rum 
is aged in carefully selected oak barrels. After the ageing, it is 
mixed allowing its flavours and aromas to enrich and soften for 
the perfect balance.  

700ml bottle 



  

 

 

RON BERMUDEZ BLANCO - 3 YEARS  

The unique smoothness of a white rum aged in oak barrels and 
double distilled to give it its shine and transparent colour while 
conserving its flavour. Presents unique characteristics within 
which its equilibrium and purity stand out, making it ideal for 
cocktails. A rum with a smooth taste- aromatic and delicate. 

700ml bottle 

 

RON BERMUDEZ AÑEJO SELECTO - 7 YEARS 

This delicious refined rum has a great character, ideal for 
mixing. Its colour evokes colour tones of gold reflections and in 
its aroma touches of vanilla combine with subtle and sweet 
honey. On the palate, it is soft with a delicate taste of caramel 
and honey, a perfect balance. 

700ml bottle 

 

RON BERMUDEZ DON ARMANDO - 10 YEARS 

A symbol of tradition, Ron Bermúdez Don Armando has been 
expertly aged in the country of its origin. Rum with a 
moderately bright amber colour, acquired with up to ten years 
of oak barrel ageing. Tasting reveals aromas of caramel, sugar 
cane and citrus which then evolve into smoky and soft notes of 
oak and coffee.  

700ml bottle 

 

BERMUDEZ GINEBRA LONDON DRY GIN 

A classic London Dry Gin with crisp light flavours. 

700ml bottle 

CROSSROADS BREWING CO. 
WHEREVER THE JOURNEY TAKES YOU, LIVE FOR THE NOW. 

For more information, please contact info@sibc.sg or 8525-1624. 
www.CrossroadsBrewing.sg 
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